Auto-Population from the CRID Assignment F2804 to the Pre-TED F2400: Ethnicity, Race, and NMDP RID

The revised Pre-TED F2400 R6 was released on Friday, January 24th.

Ethnicity and race questions were previously moved to the CRID Assignment F2804, with the intent to subsequently auto-populate these fields to the Pre-TED F2400 R6 in questions 3 and 4 and to the CTED F4000 in questions 1 and 2.

If your center created a CRID prior to the release and has now opened the DUE Pre-TED F2400 or CTED F4000 in FormsNet3, please edit the CRID Assignment F2804 to enter ethnicity and race data.

To Edit the CRID Assignment F2804, please follow the steps below:
1. In FormsNet3, click the Recipient tab
2. Click on Assign CRID
3. Click on Search/ Edit CRID from the dropdown list
4. Enter the CRID you want to edit
5. Click Search
6. When the CRID grid opens, click on the Edit Form icon
7. Enter the appropriate data
8. Click Save
9. **After the CRID Assignment F2804 has been updated, please re-open the applicable Pre-TED F2400 or CTED F4000 in EDIT mode to ensure the data is accurately auto-populated.**

Additionally, the NMDP RID in Q10 on the Pre-TED F2400 R6 is a new field on the form. The question will be auto-populated from the CRID Assignment F2804. Please note, if Q57 “Did NMDP/Be the Match facilitate the procurement, collections, or transportation of the product?” is captured as “Yes” on the Pre-TED, the NMDP RID in Q10 must be answered. Since this field is auto-populated, please update the CRID Assignment F2804 following the steps above to enter the NMDP RID in Q14 on the F2804. Remember, after the CRID Assignment F2804 has been updated, please re-open the Pre-TED F2400 in EDIT mode to ensure the data is accurately auto-populated.

If you have any questions or concerns regarding the correspondence above, please submit a ticket via CIBMTR Center Support ([https://nmdp.service-now.com/csm](https://nmdp.service-now.com/csm)).